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Abstract
The two articles on the polyhedron formula Euler published in his lifetime, Eneström 230 and 231, are now available on the
World Wide Web in German translation.
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Zusammenfassung
Die beiden Aufsätze zum Polyedersatz, die Euler zu seinen Lebzeiten publiziert hat, Eneström 230 und 231, sind nun im Internet
in deutscher Übersetzung verfügbar.
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Leonhard Euler’s polyhedron formula states that if a polyhedron has V vertices, E edges, and F faces, then V −
E+F = 2. This is without doubt one of the most famous formulæ in the history of mathematics, and one of the starting
points of modern combinatorial topology. Euler stated his theorem in his article “Elementa doctrinae solidorum,”
written in 1750 [Euler, 1752/3a]. The article actually is an attempt (of which the formula only constitutes a part)
to build up stereometry as a three-dimensional analog of plane geometry in a systematic way. In fact, Euler argues
that a systematic treatment of stereometry has been almost entirely neglected by all geometers before him while for
plane geometry the same thing has been achieved almost in perfection. The main feature of what he calls a systematic
treatment seems to be a classification of polyhedra, of which he presents some first steps. A translation of this article
in a modern language hitherto was not publicly available (the original is, along with everything contained in the Opera
Omnia, available at http://math.dartmouth.edu/~euler/).
A second article, written in 1751 and entitled “Demonstratio nonnullarum insignium proprietatum quibus sol-
ida hedris planis inclusa sunt praedita,” contains what Euler believed to be a demonstration of his formula [Euler,
1752/3b]. This article is well known (see http://math.dartmouth.edu/~euler/docs/translations/E231.pdf for an English
translation) and broadly discussed in the literature, mostly for the reason that Euler’s proof as it stands later turned
out to contain a gap and that in order to get a true theorem, one has to impose certain restrictions on the concept of
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328 R. Krömer / Historia Mathematica 35 (2008) 327–328polyhedron involved (one requirement is convexity, for instance). The history of finding a correct proof and of deter-
mining the restrictions to be made has been a major focus of Imre Lakatos’ Proofs and Refutations [Lakatos, 1976].
For a recent discussion of the proof and additional secondary literature, see Richeson [2007]. However, there are other
points of significance in this article that are less discussed (and more visible now thanks to the translation of the first
article). For instance, it is worth noting that Euler’s tentative proof is largely based on a spatial analog of the theorem
concerning the sum of angles in a triangle in plane Euclidean geometry; this is a concrete expression of his overall
approach exposed in the first article. Another interesting feature is the frankness with which Euler furnishes not only
proofs of his results but also the heuristics by which he arrived at them in every detail; compare this to the policy of
concealment still practiced some generations earlier, by, e.g., Newton, Leibniz and the Bernoullis.
The German translations have been made by the author of this note and can be found, upon the initiative of Klaus
Volkert, at http://www.uni-koeln.de/math-nat-fak/didaktiken/mathe/volkert/index.shtml.
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